tractor planes

About AP

Perfectly suitable for the levelling of dirt roads, verges, slopes, ditches etc. This solid
machine can be electrically / hydraulically adjusted from the tractor at every possible way,
which makes it possible to work under any desired angle. The swivel wheels are infinitely
adjustable by spindle adjustment, optionally hydraulically adjustable. Blade widths from
2000 to 3000 mm. Optionally available with laser or gps control.

In our modern building the machines are built from the beginning to the end. We consider
quality of paramount importance. We have experienced employees, two fully
automated welding robots, an automated warehouse, advanced sandblasting and
spraying installations and a healthy amount of knowledge and enthusiasm.
For more than 37 years AP has specialised in the development and construction of
agricultural machines, irrigation machines and earth moving machines. Our range of
products is very diverse; through years of experience and intensive contact with
dealers and users we continuously attempt to improve the machines and to meet the
wishes of our customers.
Last but not least we have an excellent development department where customer
specific products are designed and constructed.

TS 3000 with fixed doors

TS with ripper tines and side panel

scrapers
AP scrapers are perfectly suitable to make a proper grade and to transport a huge amount
of material over a distance. The transport and grading function can be combined. Efficient,
cost-effective machines that are suitable for any type of grading, depositing, embedding
and transportation. Available in widths from 6 to 25 m³.

Scraper APS 12,5

Scraper APS 15
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machine control

Dream machine
Topcon sonic tracker

APMB-1 control box

AP slope sensor
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AP EARTH MOVING

grading boxes

levellers

powerblades

AP has specialised in the construction of grading boxes for more than 37 years. Through
years of experience, intensive contacts with the users and practice-oriented thinking the
development of the grading boxes is an ongoing process which results in a perfect
grading box for every conceivable situation. An AP grading box is a solid machine that
guarantees a long service-life. Available in widths from 1.50 to 8.00 m., optionally with
laser, lps or gps control.

With the AP leveller the wheel loader can be turned into a dozer, compacter and grader at
the same time. The rear side of the leveller is equipped with a cutting knife, the front side
is provided with a finishing plate with shovel bucket. The knife and the plate can be
separately controlled. The 100% proportional control offers high accuracy levelling.
Working widths from 1.20 to 2.85 m.

Combined with skid-steer or wheel loader the AP Powerblade is used to build in large
amounts of material and directly level it out to the on grade line. The compact construction
provides a high stability and optimal control. The doors, hydraulically controlled from the
cabin, enable the machine to level closely to any edge. Highly accurate in combination
with laser control, working widths from 1.20 to 2.85 m.

Leveller 2200

Mini grading box MKB

Grading box for greenhouses
KK 1800/2400

Leveller 1400

Leveller 1600

Powerblade 2200

Powerblade 2500

attachment graders
The AP attachment grader is a (cost) effective replacement for the motor grader. It can
simply be coupled to each desired self-propelled vehicle and is easy to operate by manual,
laser or gps control. Available in widths from 1.60 to 3.60 m.

Grading box KB 110/300

Grading box SKB 55/2200

Leveller 2200

Leveller 2850

basic levellers
Twister III
This basic leveller is a simple, but effective levelling
machine that is supplied with control box,
proportional control and two stainless steel receiver
masts as standard.
The height adjustment is controlled by two cylinders
on a torsion plate which guarantees levelling to
millimeter accuracy.
Widths from 1.40 to 2.20 m.
Foldable grading box KB 130/550-265

Foldable grading box KB 110/500-265

Hurricane

Tornado

